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Power in the churc and world
Embracing Priestly Power
By Rob Myallis, Pg. 7
Power in Our Calls
By Meta Herrick, Pg. 4
Empowering the Laity
By Thomas Jackson, Pg. 8
Plus: Intern-al power struggles, singing a Soprano' s praises and the return ofFantasy Theology Teams!
First Things First
From the Mann Himself
Letter from the Editor
You Don' t Know
Byfddmanaging
Weber
What Power Is!'Concord managin editor
Power. The very word stirs up visceral reactions:       
By John Mannvisions of domination over others, holding a position of
seminary pastor
respect, using that power to insure the sway of people and
ideas over others. We discuss what the best use of power
When Judas was trying to coerceis, how to attain it in an honorable way, how to give it to Jesus into revolutionary action in Jesus
others without letting it go to their heads and how to get it Christ Superstar, Jesus' response was
back from those to whom it was given. In this election year,      
a shrill, " You don't know what power
we debate to whom we should give the seemingly absolute is!" That is a good description of the
power of the presidency, and then we deride our chosen
attempts to employ power tactics in most
candidate's opponents. Even if we have doubts about the
congregations. Too often power is thought
amount of power certain people hold, we are tempted to
to be the capacity to control or manipulate others to achieve
not say much, in hopes of someday attaining that amount desired results. Rabbi Ed Friedman used to say that insanity
of power and using it ourselves.       was the assumption that you could determine outcomes in
Paradoxically, at the same time that we are living in the lives of others.
this web of power, we hear the strange proclamation The redemptive use of power in the church is, I believe,
that earthly power will get us nowhere. In this place, we twofold. First, it is the capacity to stand with others underhear that God has the power to act on behalf of the most the power of God. Second, it is the attempt to protect those
powerless. We hear the odd idea that when we are most under your care from the authoritarian abuse of others. Let' s
weak, God is strong.     examine each of these briefly.
The occasions that we are celebrating in the cold Power in the church is, at its best, about self control. To
of winter also demonstrate to us this paradox. On St.       
the extent that we can discipline and limit our own reactions
Valentine' s Day, we hear that happiness and longevity in to others and to circumstances in the church, we usually
relationships comes not from holding power but by serving improve both relationships and circumstances. Our human
the other and thinking of his or her needs before our own.       temptation to overreact to the overreactions of others
We also hear the ( admittedly commercialized) message only makes things dramatically worse. As Paul writes in 2
that we should spend our time and money and use our Corinthians 12:9, `And he said to me, `My grace is sufficient
power to make another,not ourselves, feel special. 
for you, for power is perfected in weakness.' Most gladly,Lent, this oft-dreaded season of preparation, proclaims
therefore, I would rather boast about my weakness so thatto us that Jesus Christ suffered; that he gave up his power;       the power of Christ may dwell in me."
that in struggling with the devil, he used simply God' s Yet, having said that, power is certainly warranted for the
word, not a brigade of angels. We see Christ on a cross and
protection of others in the congregation. It is a responsibilityhear that this demonstrated powerlessness( by this world's of a shepherd of a flock to protect them from the wolves, both
standards) did something immensely powerful. It took outside and within the congregation. An important pastoral
away the bondage of sin, a seemingly omnipotent force.  function is guiding and guarding the congregation whenEven in the midst of this countercultural message,       
others would abuse or mislead them. Often this responsibility
we still have a tendency to strive for more power by takes great courage and the clarity of one' s own convictions
manipulating others in relationships and pretending to oppose those who mistake Christian kindness for a
to give them power ( when in fact we are gaining more willingness to be walked over.At such times, the call of God
power for ourselves), and we use the sacrifices of Lent to is to care for the weak and set boundaries for the abusive. In
demonstrate our piety and spiritual power.  2 Timothy 1: 7 we find, "For God has not given us a spirit of
How can we get out of this mess? It seems that we cannot timidity,but of power and love and discipline."
and that the good we wish to do we do not do; but we can Power in the church, then, is not in service of the self,
rejoice and be thankful that God, the only one who wields but in the service of Christ and Christ's people. Appropriate
power well, uses it to save us from our poor use of power. power is essential to prohibit the inappropriate efforts to
control others.
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Letters to the Editor
Lay Leaders Are Hardly Invisible
The December Concord included students are already ordained. Even at   ( www.elca.org/ theologicaleducation/
a letter by Amy Santoriello entitled least one Master of Sacred Music student surveys/ seminary_stats.asp).     Luther
Luther Seminary:  It's Not Just for is also on the ordination track. Half our also offers more options for non-M.Div.
Pastors." Amy was upset...   students are non-M.Div, however, a good professional concentrations than any
That her professor referred to the deal more than half of all students are other seminary in the ELCA.The number
entire class as future pastors. or will be pastors. A professor who refers of students entering professional
That non-Master of Divinity to an entire class as" pastors" is akin to lay ministry after study at Luther is
students are not recognized despite their a waiter who addresses a group of men increasing each year ( wwwluthersem.
numbers. and women as " you guys." It is generic,   edu/ quickfacts.asp?m=535). Apparently,
That lay leadership is" invisible" at but not entirely inconsiderate, especially Luther values lay leadership, or it would
Luther Seminary.       when one considers the numbers here.   not provide such opportunities.
That Bishop Hanson did not know I think it is a greater disrespect to Amy has been a beacon of hospitality
the details of her academic career.  publicly imply that we should" zone out"   and kindness to hundreds of students
That lay leaders are not considered our professors just because their words during her time at Luther  ( myself
equal to pastors. offend us from time to time.   included).Any perception that her giftsto
Calling an entire class of people at Amy also said,  " The invisibility us have gone unnoticed is simply untrue.
Luther " future pastors" is an honest of lay leadership is not a problem In the midst of all that, if someone calls
mistake at worst. Amy says she did exclusive to Luther Seminary." Actually,   her pastor, perhaps she should at least
the math, but she did not present its lay leaders   ( present and future)   take it as a compliment, possibly as
implications. Sure, 50 percent of Luther apparently experience more visibility a call. As for the rest of you future lay
students are non-M.Div.  But only 21   ' and opportunity at Luther than at any professionals, we future pastors know
percent are Master of Arts ( www.   other ELCA seminary.  While Luther full well that the church needs your
luthersem.edu/ quickfacts.asp?m= 535).   Seminary awarded only roughly twice as service as much as anyone else' s. Don't
All Doctor of Ministry students presently many M.Div degrees as any other ELCA let anyone ( especially one among you)
are or once were ordained.A goodnumber seminary in 2007, it awarded many times tell you otherwise.
of Doctor of Philosophy,  Master of more non-M.Div. professional master's Kevin Kaiser
Theology and even many Master of Arts degrees than any other ELCA seminary M.Div. senior
Loving Your Neighbor Is Political
Political or religious discussion, it is said, is unfit for polite lives for the neighbor.Political decisions often revolve around
company.Mixing the two is disastrous. this question: Is a particular policy good for me, or is it good
That these two ideas are some of the unwritten rules of for my neighbor?Does a political party promise to return more
American culture is attested to by two writers in the Oct. 24,   of my tax dollars to my pocket or does it intend to invest it
2007, Concord. The two admitted to struggling with how they in programs that promote the common welfare ( that is, my
might address, if not disavow altogether the possibility of,   " neighbor" at large)? Does a candidate speak of my interests
politics in the pulpit. It's just this apolitical view of ministry or our interests? Does a policy advance the individual or the
that convinces me that the pulpit is no place for me. My opinion common good?
on the subject is closer to that of Gandhi, who wrote in his Granted, the decisions are not always clear cut, but, in
autobiography," Those who say that religion has nothing to do my opinion, the criterion is relatively simple:" Love God. Love
with politics do not know what religion means."    your neighbor." The Bible makes no distinction for those in or
Before the words " separation of church and state" cross out of the pulpit. But to abstain from using whatever platform
your lips, let me clarify something: I agree wholeheartedly we' re given is tantamount to ignoring the words of Jesus in
with laws that prohibit religious institutions from engaging in Matthew 25:41-43, "...` Depart from me, you who are cursed ...
partisan politics, on pain of forfeiting their tax-exempt status.   For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I was thirsty
But religion that does not address political issues is, in my and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a stranger and you did
opinion, self-righteous navel-gazing.   not invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not clothe me, I
Theoretically, in the United States, decisions are often was sick and in prison and you did not look after me."'
made communally. We elect government officials and choose Indeed, it is not" polite" to discuss political-religious
among favorite baseball players or fleet-footed dancers for issues in this country.But when our political choices so directly
special recognition. This democratic tradition extends even to impact the good of the neighbor, political propriety is cheap.
religious institutions, where we cast votes for church officers.   Love of neighbor is expensive. Which will you choose?
In the secular realm, wecall this process" politics."
Adherents of other Christian traditions may be Allison K. Schmitt
exempt, but we Lutherans have no excuse if we do not live our 2007 M.A. graduate
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Power and New Places
God' s Surprises
Placement and power
By Meta Herrick and to loosen our grip on foggy plans in each of our hearts.
M.Div. senior While most of our power conversations involve paperwork,
bishops, synods and congregations, there are other power
Assignment is coming. dynamics at play during this festival of anticipation. There
ELCA M.Div. seniors anticipating placement are having is power in each of our calls. There is power in our seminary
daily conversations and prayers concerning power, but the education and self-discovery. There is power in our self-
word lfword "power" is mostly unspoken. We talk about a lack of reflection, for we have identified our skills and talents, our
control, confusion and chaos. With each day that passes my strengths and weaknesses along this journey. There is power
classmates state their preferences with greater hesitation, for in our prayers and the strange witness of life that brought us
Lutherans know that low expectations are always exceeded.      this far by grace.
This group anxiously prepares for a life-changing moment.       Here are my words of advice to those awaiting assignment:
On Feb. 20, envelopes will be placed in their hands, giving a Trust that the Holy Spirit has equipped you, too, with power.
glimpse of a new home, a new life and a new calling. With May that power inform our vocations much more than the
plenty of time to wait and with so many rules to follow, we contents of an envelope, for we believe that God's power can
have our pat answers to the most frequently asked questions.   make us useful anywhere. Finally, "Cheers," as you tear open
What are your preferences? What were your synods of choice?Do the envelopes with zeal and gather to drink to God' s sense of
you think you' ll get the one you want? Some of us answer with humor and all things to come.
diplomatic hope that repetition will convince us to trust God
A Star in the Field of Community Care
By Joel Smeby complex, interdisciplinary
M.A. senior and theologically rigorous
field. It requires, at its best,
Latini sounds like the name of some star the art of listening and
linebacker,doesn' t it?Not in this case. Though interpretation,  something
she is a Dallas Cowboys fan( you' ll have to ask Latini calls" compassionate
her yourself how this came about), Theresa communication"( watch for
Latini was raised in New York state. She is her book addressing this
now in St. Paul, newly drafted into the Luther topic, coming out soon). In
Seminary faculty as assistant professor of Latini the midst of controversy
Congregational and Community Care.       and strife, the pastor must
Football and communities and congregations become not a power broker but one who equips
pretty much go together, right? They all need the community to care for itself, in community
care and feeding to get along and thrive, and with Christ Himself.  Since all persons are
Latini has spent most of her life caring for created in the image of God, the model for
and studying about the care of such groups the pastor is one of a suffering servant ( see
of people. More specifically, her studies and Philippians 2),  one who fosters nonviolent
writings are about koinonia, the fellowship communication amongst the members of the
in the body of Christ and the encompassing congregation and those in the community that
complexities, predicaments and power plays surrounds the congregation.
that are inherent in the gatherings of peoples How does power play out in this vision of
of faith.   koinonia today?Scenes of power normally force
Latini was a rookie in this field in New players into positions of dominance and/ or sees   -
York. She worked in communities of mentally inferiority,Latini says. Leaders take charge and
and developmentally disabled adults and then prevail over the ones who have less power and
e   •   •  _
became a spiritual care coordinator, striving need direction. Compassionate communication,
to offer a holistic living environment for folks however, teaches the leader, in a sense, to be one
who might never meet the productivity and with the players, to use the combined power of
efficiency expectations of modern life.      the congregants and its community members
Where do pastors get " tripped up" these to become united in Christ, to be real people
days in pastoral care? How they live their faith,   in a world where the sanctity of life itself is
one on one, she says. Pastoral care today is a treasured. No tackling allowed.
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Power and the Unlikely
Seduced b a Sociopath Holy Spirit at Worky p
Inspiration in the unexpectedLessons from The Sopranos p





Over the past few years, I, along with millions of other
When I was asked to write an article about the Holy Spirit
for this month's issue of the Concord I first began to think
fans, have developed a mild obsession with David Chase's hit
about the Holy Spirit in relation to class discussions or topics
HBO series The Sopranos. Not only has the now-completedbut for papers. However, since spending the past few weeks in the
still-aired series earned many fans, but it was also recognized
hospital for my CPE placement, my thoughts on this article
with numerous Golden Globe and Emmy Awards.  
began to change. As students we often think academically
For those who have never seen an episode, The Sopranos
about the Holy Spirit, but how often do we think about how the
portrays the story of New Jersey mafia bossTony Soprano and Holy Spirit is working and is present in our lives?
his" family" of relatives and business associates( remember, The first week of CPE at the beginning of January quite
it's the mafia; you need not be a blood relative to be called
honestly kicked my butt. I was experiencing a new form
family"). One need only see a few episodes to recognize that of ministry far outside my comfort zone and was trying to
Tony Soprano is one of the most powerful men ever depicted minister with highly underdeveloped skills. Before coming to
on television. Although exercised with much more brutality
seminary, I was a youth director. Now I am in the Children,
and rawness, Tony Soprano possesses the same kind of power
that Michael Corleone had in the popular Godfather movies.     
Youth, and Family program, and I currently work with youth
As The Sopranos moved along over the, seasons, Tony's
at church. I have gained many valuable skills for ministry,but
complicated family relationships,  lucrative and almost
this CPE experience was something new for me. Suddenly I was
always illegal business ventures, sordid affairs with various
shoved into trauma situations in the ER and onto cardiac floors
goomahs"  ( mafia slang for girlfriend),  and occasional
where the majority of patients are elderly. What' s more, I did
hits" are explored. At first glance, it's not surprising that
not have an instruction manual! We were encouraged to" figure
viewers( myself included) often find themselves in love with
it out and find our own style." This exhortation was not helpful
and, only sometimes reluctantly, cheering for Tony Soprano.     
that first week, but gradually I have come to understand the
David Chase is a masterful storyteller who brings viewers
reasoning behind this teaching technique.
effectively into the world of The Sopranos where moral
By not being told
relativism and criminal activity are commonplace. When
specifically what to do
a viewer manages to turn off the television and takes a
or how to interact with Then it hit me:
moment to step back from the obsession to assess the object
patients and families, 
I was not the one
of his affection, however, it becomes clear that he has fallen
we intern chaplains
spaces
for acold-blooded sociopath! It is, in many respects, a sick
had been
gproviding the comfort
kind of obsession; I' ll be the first to admit it. But how is it
for the Holy Spirit to
that millions have been so seduced by Tony Soprano?      
lead us and to guide us. and Care.
It must be said that the seduction would have been
In the beginning it was
impossible were it not for David Chase's talents as a
difficult,  but as time
storyteller, but it's not his abilities that are the driving
Fent on and the processing took place I saw how God was using
force for the show's popularity. His abilities simply allow
me and how the Holy Spirit was preparing me and guiding
for experiencing the seductive, driving force. I think the
me. During that first week I walked clueless into the lives of
real appeal lies in the power of Tony Soprano. Viewers find
people at their most difficult times. I was supposed to be the
themselves intoxicated by it. They want to see what a person
one offering comfort and care. Then it hit me: I was not the
unrestrained by the boundaries of social norms and the
one providing the comfort and care. I was an agent of the Holy
law is capable of. They want to see what a man who denies
Spirit as it worked through me to provide the comfort and care.
himself nothing will allow himself.And, in some instances,     
What a shock that was to my system... me, a person who likes to
they want to vicariously experience what it's like to give in
be organized and in control. Funny how the Holy Spirit always
to the temptations that they themselves, time and time again,     "
Wants to contradict those type A qualities in us.
refuse. It is in the dark side of human nature that this desire
There are things that happened, and are happening still, in
and fascination for power reside.      
those hospital rooms that I cannot explain. I know that they did
After each episode comes to a close, I step out of the world
not come from any skill of mine. It is the Holy Spirits actions,
of The Sopranos and realize that much of what I have just     "
Fords, and guidance that bring comfort, peace, and healing to
witnessed should be considered among the worst of human
people when they are sick or in pain.
behavior.Tony Soprano is an unredeemable characteroutside
It is not about us ministers. It is about God and how we are
of his Sopranos world. Nevertheless, I, along with millions of
being called, guided, and led by the Holy Spirit. What a blessing.
others, will continue to step back into that world, drawn time
I encourage you to not only join me in learning about the Holy
and again by the power of Tony Soprano. Such is the nature
Spirit in our academic classes but also to pay attention to how
of power.   
the Holy Spirit is alive and working in the lives of people in the
ministry.
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Power and the Polls
So Many Voting Guide
Decisions!    or Voting Rules ?
Jesus' power in our powerlessness The ELCNs take on politics
By Scott Egbers By Mandi Berndt
M.Div. middler M.A. junior plus
As Uncle Ben told Peter Parker, " With great power Power. That can be an interesting word. When I think of the
comes great responsibility." In this country we enjoy word" power," especially in the year 2008, I think of the president
a certain amount of power: the power to decide. We and the presidential elections. After all, the elections are only 10
believe that this power is our right and our freedom, but months away, and who isn't trying to scramble to get everyone' s
the responsibility of so much power to make so many opinions on various topics concerning the United States. But with
decisions can be overwhelming.    all of the issues in today's society,how can one person know which
We have the power to decide what to wear,what to eat,     ones are the most important?
where to live and where to go to school. We have to decide Well, if we are stuck, the ELCA has made it easy for us. In
who our friends will be, what our careers will be, what November 2007, the ELCA Washington office issued a " guide" to
cars to drive and what products to purchase. Those of us voting in this year' s election, titled," Called to Be a Public Church."
who are middlers must decide The issues they have chosen
on( more accurately, "discern") to write about are," Domestic
our internship sites. We must Hunger, Domestic Housing,
decide whether we want to be Domestic Healthcare, Global
in a rural or urban setting, Poverty and Hunger, Global
whether to specialize in mission
r,     %`"  Warming, Immigration, and
start churches and what part of Peace and Conflict" ( p. 35).
the country we want to work in. In this 76 page document,
This is an election year, and the ELCA Washington
we have even bigger decisions to
V
office gives you the " ELCA
make. Which candidates do we social policy on the issue,
choose with our power to vote? background information,
Which issues are important? and sample questions to ask
What stances do we take on
your candidates at political
them?  Which media source forums..."( p. 35).
do we believe as we gather As I am reading this
information to make those information,    my brain
decisions?   starts to wander onto other
These decisions are thrust issues such as the separation
upon us. We could let others of church and state.  The
decide, but we would even have to decide to do that. We do beginning of the First Amendment to the Constitution states,
have the right not to vote, if we decide not to. In this world     " Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
we have been forced to wield this power,and we are forced religion... ." Why is it that the church can give us" guidelines" as
to take responsibility for it. This is the way democracy to how to vote for the president when Congress or the president
works in this country; this is the way life works. And so cannot give us" guidelines" as to which religion to follow? In the
we believe in it. We boldly choose what to do and where to ELCA giving us this basic policy,it seems to me it is telling us how
go. We confidently vote for our candidates. We decide how to think about certain issues regarding the government and its
to use our power to bring about the best possible result policies. The ELCAs basic policy concerning the issue of domestic
for all people. We proclaim that," Yes, we can." Sometimes health care begins," The ELCA social statement on economic life,
we find that we have used our power improperly and have Sufficient, Sustainable Livelihood for All, calls for ` addressing
made bad decisions, but in this world we have no choice—     the barriers individuals face in preparing for and sustaining a
we must decide. livelihood( such as a lack of ... health care)"'( p. 40).
Thank God that Jesus does not require us to have These statements make it seem as though the ELCA is telling
power for, nor does He force us to make decisions about us," To be a member of the ELCA, here is what we believe and how
our salvation and justification. In fact it is precisely when we can ensure our values are maintained." Granted, many of the
we are most powerless that Jesus is most powerful. When statements are good guidelines to follow in our daily lives, but do
our decisions in this world lead us to our ends, when our we really need to have them given to us like we are uneducated
mistakes have destroyed us, when we are overwhelmed people? It seems to me that the ELCA is trying to become the
with choices and we are forced to say," No, we can't," that bigger" power" in the ongoing battle of church and state, and this
is precisely when the power of Christ comes for us.     document is just the ELCAs way of throwing the latest punch.
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Pastoral Power
Owning the identity
By Rob Myallis power brokers. As pastors we have the it. Some of the most difficult comments
M.Div. senior power to declare sins forgiven. Even for me have come from people who did
though the church council has a say, we not recognize the authority with whichAlthough many of us at Luther have the power to decide who we marry,   they spoke to me. Indeed, I (like most
Seminary are being educated to become who we bury, who can get baptized and other people)  do regrettable things,
pastors, I often sense a distrust of pastors who can take communion. Moreover, we often at the expense of people in weaker
that permeates the campus because of have the power to equip people in their positions.All too often this happens when
the amount of power that pastors have.   ministries, to help them discover their I perceive that my power is threatened.I have often wondered if this attitude gifts and even to name their demons( if As a pastor, I want to understand how
leads pastors trained here to ignore or not exorcise them). We have the power to power works. I want to understand how
even shun the power that they have. As be role models for children and to forge a to handle challenges to my power. I also
pastors we will have power. Recognizing,   community that serves as a role model.     want to have the humility and knowledge
even harnessing, this power is essential A pastor cannot avoid either the to be a steward of the power given to
for the health of the church.  power of the office, conferred upon him me to build up the body of Christ forIn fairness to Luther Seminary,   or her at ordination, or the power of ministry
discomfort with pastors and their relationships forged over time. Power I recognize that some might think
power extends well beyond this campus.   dynamics simply permeate everything I'm crazy,even mistaken, for so brazenlyRight now, the ELCA is employing two pastors do. Consider how many first-call discussing the power that the pastor has.
strategies to deal with the power of the pastors end up with an emergency visit However, we will havepower. We can try
office of ministry:  controlling more from the bishop because they ignored the to ignore it, but( like the law) we cannot
tightly who can become a pastor and power dynamics of a situation. Consider escape it. Rather than dismiss the power
distributing the duties of the pastor how many lay people suffered guilt from of the office conferred upon us, we are
amongst more lay people.  Although their sins or never discovered their God-   called to reflect upon it, to thank God for
these strategies differ, both presuppose given gifts for ministry because their it, to use it and even to give it away.Thethe reality that the pastor has power and pastor ignored his or her power to forgive more aware we are of the power we will
that this power can be dangerous.    and equip.       have as pastors, the more effective we can
In reality, those of us who intend to People who are unaware of their be in the ministries that God has called,
be missional pastors will act as local power are also those most likely to abuse equipped and empowered us to do.
I'm a Pastor?
By Arianna Arends as such. I do look forward to having my own call and my ownM.Div. intern
congregation to sort out a more direct power structure.
All this is under the umbrella of the power system of beingIn the last year, I have learned a lot about the power that is a student along a parallel track to be ordained. I have people
present in the ministry.During my unit of CPE, time and again looking over my shoulder who, with a phone call or the flick
I was honored by people asking me into life-changing moments.   of a pen, have the power to stop me from reaching my goal of
They wanted someone who would bring God's word into these becoming a pastor.How much freedom is there in this system
moments, and I felt that responsibility heavily. I saw the other to go out on a limb and experiment? To think outside the box?
side of that power where people, lying in the ER and hearing I'm also experiencing power systems in my first year ofthat the chaplain was approaching, became frightened. I had to marriage. My husband and I are M.Div students and are hoping
explain that I wasn't there for any sort of last rites ceremony.I to serve in the same parish. The experience of trying to workfound that I came to rely more and more on God to give me the together to revive the youth group at his congregation, as well
right words and actions, realizing that I could not do it myself.   as trying to include the three youth of my congregation, has
His power was the sustaining force through a tough summer.     been quite a challenge. Communication seems to be the key.I compare this with the sort of power I'm experiencing We are developing our pastoral identities as individuals and
during internship. I do feel empowered—don't get me wrong.   as a couple. We' re finding strengths in each other and learningMy supervisor and the congregation are very supportive of the when to ask for help and when to call each other out on unmet
projects I've taken on. However, they continue to look over my expectations. As we have discovered in our conversations with
shoulder.This can be seen either as a supportive, comfortable other clergy couples, we are asking the right questions; day by
safety net or a hard and cold glass ceiling. I can excel on my day we' ll have to find our own answers.
own, within certain boundaries and with approval. This Above all, I pray for God' s power,not only in my life, but also
system of power is inherent and valuable in the internship to speak through my sermons and the teaching that I do and to
program: freedom within limits. I'm not yet a fully formed and guide me to serve where the gift's He's given me minister to His
functioning pastor and so it is natural for me not to be treated people, whether they are powerful or powerless.
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Power and Service
Professional Pastor vs.  Empowered Laity
The tensions of leadership and community
By Thomas Jackson somewhat forcing the untrained laity to look to someone
M.A. junior plus outside of its community for expertise and guidance rather
than make its own journey in the Gospel toward communal
My parents were once active in the" contemporary" service empowerment for the same ends?
at our home congregation. Mom led congregational singing,       This is not an issue limited to future pastors. All who are
selecting music to coordinate with the lectionary and the trained in matters of faith—whether musical, ministerial,
themes of church life.Dad played guitar and sang as a member pastoral or academic—are perceived with a certain degree of
of the praise band. Although I was privy to a certain degree empowerment by virtue of their association with seminary
of anxiety felt through their responsibilities of preparation,   Community and learning is at the heart of the power we receive
what impacted me more was the joy and increased relationality in this place. As we interact with family, friends, internship
received through this service. The weekly event and the self-   sites and congregations, we should be careful not to separate
giving of those participating in its leadership and facilitation community from learning. This separation maintains the
helped knit the community together. Eventually the structure   " power hermeneutic" as one of commodity.Power' s relational
of the worship service and the leadership thereof changed.       capacity is not theoretical. As we grow communally and
Although I won't point fingers, the governing dynamic in educationally in this place, we are called to show and offer
this particular congregation was in favor of " outsourcing"   such growth to all others in all places.
positions of musical service and leadership to paid experts We may feel obligated or tempted to wait until after all
rather than nurturing participation from within membership.   systematic theology courses are completed before we are
The laity was cut off from functional roles-in the community.   " right" in speaking or living theologically.But we who confess
The power of the Gospel—the life and freedom given by Christ the Kingdom of God as having broken into our midst in the
for service to the neighbor and to the world—was improperly person of Jesus Christ cannot live in ways contrary to that
managed. Although I have a familial bias, the dynamics of this confession. This Kingdom of God—the restoring, renewing
instance are not limited to my experience. Power in Christian and empowering work of Christ—is one that also touches us.
community is not understood as a commodity but as a relational We are encountered in the Christ event. God has not waited
capacity through which" the least of these" is given the means for a time of health to enter into our lives to heal. The Christ
and privilege of the Spirit to be a part of the" new thing" God event has come to us precisely in the midst of persecution,
is doing in the world.     famine and sword because none of these shall separate us from
So what shall we say when expected by family, friends and God' s love. The empowering love of God must be shown and
society to act as trained theological or pastoral experts in given to others despite dehumanizing circumstances. Living
situations of need?True, this is our calling, and we are honored theologically and empowering laity can and must be done
and glad to be a part of it. But is this a perpetuation of another whether the time is favorable or unfavorable because doing so
problem?Am I, by my efforts to further theological knowledge,   proclaims the incarnate, inseparable love of God.
Stinky Feet
An illustration of service
By Jeremy Pedersen gain, he;instead did a slave-like task and powerful countercultural event that goes
M.Div. junior washed the disciples' feet. Finally, in a against the desire in this consumerist
powerful way,our leaders then said that world for power,riches, and glory.
I first came across the true power our service during this week—whether As I reflect upon this week in high
of the message of the Gospel while in that be painting buildings,  serving school, I saw the type of leaders that
high school. I went on a service trip to in soup kitchens and helping at food Jesus is calling us to be.  Jesus is
Denver with my church youth group. We banks—is indeed the embodiment of calling us not to lead heroically from
did various tasks ranging from serving Jesus' command to wash one another's the front or bask in glory or have lots
in soup kitchens to painting to helping feet. Finally, in a powerful ceremony,our of power. Instead, Jesus is calling his
in a church' s food bank. Even many adult group leaders then came to each of church—and especially us, the future
years later,I still remember all the dirty,   us and washed our feet. leaders of it—to take up the cross and
sweaty work we did during that week in To this day, I remember how this follow him by washing the feet of our
the summer sun. passage and the accompanying neighbors. Indeed, when we do follow
However,on the finalnight of our week ceremony struck me so powerfully. To Jesus' example, we will see, just as I saw
of service, our site leaders used John have one' s stinky feet washed after firsthand in the inner city of Denver, the
13 as the basis of evening worship. Our spending several days of service in the amazing but true power of the Gospel—a
leaders then explained that even though sweaty summer sun was an event that I power for which I can only say, "Thanks
Jesus could have used his position for still recall quite vividly. Indeed, it was a be to God."
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Choices
Eat Your Way Mich Call Will
Through the Twin Cities You Answer?
CASA VIEJA
By Karen Treat
2176 Seventh St. W., St. Paul Luther Seminary parish nurse
651) 695-8206
www.casavieja- mn.com But now thus says the Lord, he who created you, O
Jacob, he whoformed you, O Israel; Do notfear,for I
ByJanel Kuester have redeemedyou, Ihavecalledyoubyname,you are
M.Div. middler mine. Isaiah 43: 1
w
On one of the coldest evenings of the year, a small group from If you were offered a plate of celery and carrots
Luther Seminary dined at Casa Vieja Mexican and American Grill or a plate of freshly baked chocolate chip cookies
for some great food and live entertainment. The restaurant is on the which would you pick?
West Seventh Street corridor and still holds some of the vestiges of If you had just finished writing a 20-page paper
its good old days as a traditional supper club( previously known as and then attended a three-hour class, would your
Parrish's Supper Club). Within blocks of Casa Viej a you find Mickey' s instinct be to go out to a local tavern to relieve some
Diner( same as the one downtown across from the Greyhound bus stress or to go to" God' s Gym"?
depot) and Pearson's( think Nut Goodie and Salted Nut Rolls). The When it is chapel time, do you go to the library
menu has an eclectic vibe to it. It has the Mexican fare from burritos to finish reading the five chapters due for the next
to chimichangas to sopes, but it also has stayed true to its roots as a class or do you attend worship?
supper club and offers a wide array of American fare as well.  I often hear the refrigerator calling my name.
The restaurant had the feel of stepping back in time as it had live Cheesecake can never be denied. The magnetic
jazz music and a large dance floor.The early crowd was light but had energy of the couch can overwhelm all the desire to
many Minnesota Wild fans on their way to the hockey game. The bar run on the treadmill.
area had several televisions set up to accommodate game-watching Is living a healthy,well-balanced life simple? Do
as well. There appeared to be many regulars in the restaurant also.      the choices that bring abundance come without
One in our group said that it was just like Cheers, " a place where thought? Is it innate to do what is right for our
everybody knows your name." The Eric Thomas Duo band got many body, mind and soul? I think the answer would be,
of the silver hairs dancing. It was enjoyable to watch. No." We are children of God—beloved yet broken
As a group, we enjoyed both sides of the menu, American fare and and sinful. The power to do what is right for our
Mexican fare. The pricing was quite reasonable, and there were free health and well-being is often overwhelmed by the
chips and salsa. I enjoyed a generous order of chimichangas, which pressures of the day.
came two on a plate. The chimichangas were filled with shredded We are formed wonderfully by our Lord. God's
chicken, refried beans and green peppers and covered with a light loving power can give us the strength to make the
cheese sauce. They were so large that I took one of them home in a choices we need to make to live full and fruitful
box for another meal later. lives. When we realize whose we are, we realize it
Another diner who ordered from the Mexican side of the menu wasn' t the fridge who was calling our name. When
enjoyed the sopes or Mexican-style chalupas. They were made of we know we need not be afraid, we can be filled
tiny, deep-fried pitas filled with shredded chicken and a creamy with the Spirit through the hymns of the day.In our
house brown sauce with all the typical toppings on the side. redemption, we know that the couch is even better
As for the American side of the menu, one diner ordered the fried after a good sweat at the gym.
chicken dinner which included four large and extra-crispy pieces of
breaded chicken and homemade fries. The dinner came with a cup
of soup as well. The diner said it was of a thin chili consistency,but In the next CONCORD:
tasted" ridiculously good."
Our group would recommend the American and Mexican menu Missional and/ or Confessional
items that we tried, the live jazz music and the great people-watching
of those on the dance floor to all.     Are we missional or confessional? What does
that mean? Is it a false dichotomy? Can we not
Up Next: both confess Christ and proclaim him through
COSSETTA' S ITALIAN MARKET& PIZZERIA mission? Most importantly, what does this
211 Seventh St. W., St. Paul conflict mean for day-to- day life in the church?
Hosted by Sarah Brouwer
Articles are due Wednesday, March 5.
Friday, Feb. 22; meet in Olson Campus Center at 6:30 p. m.
E- mail submissions to concord@Iuthersem.edu.
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Obedient Leadership
Living in the Eternal Present
Following Power
By Katie Fick suppose in part because I gave it to them) to decide where I
M.Div. middler went and what I did. This did not, however, necessarily make
them leaders.
One of the many, many reasons for my hesitation about I think this is where I was getting confused. I was confusing
becoming a pastor was that I did not consider myself to be a power and pastoral leadership. My tendency to be obedient, and
leader or to have many leadership qualities. In fact, I'm not my preference to be not The Guy but The Guy The Guy Counts
even sure that last sentence should be in the past tense. All the On ( using " guy" in a non-gender way)—meant to me that I
way back when I was looking at undergraduate universities could not be the person on top of the pyramid. I didn't want
and dreaming of going to Princeton( even though my parents the buck to stop with me, and I didn' t want to be the decider.It's
insisted I go to college in Minnesota), I looked at its application not that I didn't like making decisions, I just didn't want to be
and checked the box next to " follower" instead of " leader"   the person in charge. I wanted to be the person that helps make
because that's what I was. I'm not sure what good it would do things happen, not the person who decides what will happen.
a school to have thousands of leaders for students and no one Leadership and power have a complex relationship. Right
to follow anyway.  now I have very different ideas about pastoral leadership, which
I am also, by nature, an obedient person. You tell me what would explain what I'm doing here. I am indeed a follower—
to do( or what you'd like me to do) and unless it violates some first and foremost of Jesus Christ. I can cope better with the
core belief, I will do it. I will write a five page paper, I will be notion that Jesus is The Guy and I can serve him—though he
there when you ask or when you tell me. I read and follow will, I fear,be disappointed often. I don' t have to be a pastor to
the directions on everything—though I improvise when they serve Jesus, but it's a good place to start. The reality is, though,
are wrong. I say " no" when appropriate, but generally I obey that Jesus calls pastors to be the people who do pretty powerful
authority figures. My parents must have secretly found me things—to forgive sins, for example. Jesus calls his followers in
hilarious, as demonstrated by how I would speak with them many ways to be leaders, but owning these realities, discerning
when I disagreed about my curfew time: " Fine. I will be when you are following Christ and when you are following
home by midnight. I will be home because you told me to, but your own thirst for power, can be tricky.
I completely disagree with you. There is no good reason for When I shared my anxieties about leadership with thepastor
me to have to be home by then." My parents had the power( I in my home congregation, he told me that pastoral leadership
is leadership of persuasion. I'm not sure that language gets
to the heart of what he was saying—persuasion sounds like
Your one-stop source for self-justification convincing the congregation to do what is right, which usually
means what you think is right, which usually means you are
Excuses, Excuses being manipulative. But his explanation was this: A pastor' s
leadership is about helping a congregation get where they
want to go. A pastor helps a congregation discern who they are
This month's problem:     as Christians and who God is calling them to be. That is some
Declining a Date
pretty powerful servanthood. The pastor and the congregation
work together as the body of Christ, but the pastor serves in
Theological:" It's not
particular ways, though the power is ultimately God's, not the
missional to date x
pastor's. It is by being a follower that I will become a leader- a
very obedient leader.
another seminarian" I make it sound all flowery, but 1 know it's not going to be.
Procrastinator:" Let me get r There will always be confusion in congregations. They will
back to you when I' m done look to pastors for guidance, and to make tough decisions—and
with internship"   
we will have to discern which ones we need to make for the life
and health of our congregations. Plus, though I have shrunk
Political:" I' m more into libertines from it, I imagine some pastoral power can be quite pleasant.
than Libertarians.  Distributing the sacraments is a powerful and beautiful
Responsible Seminarian:" I' m too thing. Being one of those deciding how they are distributed is
busy reading the Strategic Plan. Pax!"
difficult. Knowing when you've gone too far or haven't gone far
Racist:" I don' t date Swedes"  
enough is not easy.
I admit to being stunningly naive. I haven't been a pastor
Veiled Cruelty by Citation:" Mark 7: 27"    yet. I may end up being weak and ineffectual. People could look
Paranoid:" My dates must be entranced, endorsed to me for guidance and end up bewildered. But I hope not. I
and approved by my candidacy committee:'       
hope I will know when to act and when to hold back. I hope I
Eschatalogical•" I don't want to stand you up if
remember who I'm following and who I'm leading, and which
powers help or hinder. I hope that God will guide me through
the rapture comes"       whatever decisions I do have to make. And I hope my own sin
won' t overpower me—too often.
Events
Concord Events Calendar
By Elizabeth Flomo Lecture Series Marvelous Maples: Hike into Wood
M.Div. middler
Westminster Town Hall Forums.   Lake' s woods with a naturalist to tap,
Thursdays, noon-1 p.m., free. Location,   collect and boil maple sap into syrup.
Film
unless otherwise noted, is Westminster
March 15, 12: 30-2 p.m.; $3.50 per person.
Feb. 19, 6:30p.m.,NorthwesternHall Presbyterian Church, Nicollet Mall at March 16 or 23, 1- 2:30 p.m. or 3-4:30 p.m.;
Auditorium: free screening of the 2008 12th Street, Minneapolis. More info at   $
3 per person.
film Constantine's Sword. The film, by www.ewestminsterorg/ forum.asp.
Oscar-nominated documentarian Oren Feb.   21:   Jim Wallis,   editor of Volunteer
Jacoby, is an astonishing exploration Sojourners magazine and author of       >   Jane Addams School of
of the dark side of Christianity. After God's Politics. This event will be held Democracy, 209 W. Page St., St. Paul,
the film, Mary Hess, associate professor at Macalester College,  Weyerhaeuser has Learning Circle conversations on
of Educational Leadership, will lead a Chapel, 1600 Grand Ave., St. Paul.    Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 9
group discussion.  Feb. 28:" God in the White House: How p.m. There is group conversation and
Faith Shapes the Presidency," Randall pairing of college/ seminary students
What's going on in the world?  
Balmer, Professor of Religious History,   with immigrant teens or adults. Visit
Columbia University.   www.publicwork.org/ jas ore-mail DerekMarch 13, 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.: Joint March 13: " From the Frontlines of Johnson at john6618@umn.edu.Religious Legislative Coalition Day Humanity: Global Crises and Conflicts"
on the Hill: Put your faith into action Jan Egeland,  a former U.N.  Under-
with advocacy!  Secretary General for Humanitarian
Concerts
The coalition is a group of Affairs and currently its Special Envoy       >  Feb.  24,  3 p.m.  Music with
Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and Muslim for Conflict Resolution. a Mission Recital,  Our Saviour's
organizations in Minnesota ( including      > Creation: The Common Story.   Lutheran Church,  2315 Chicago Ave.
the ELCA). Participating in the Day on March 3, 7 p.m. at Hoversten Chapel,   S., Minneapolis.  Former missionaries
the Hill gives you a chance to get updates Foss Center, Augsburg College, 625 22nd and lifelong musicians Paul and Helen
and talking points on policy issues,   Ave. S., Minneapolis. Join us as we host Baumgartner present their annual
caucus with your neighbors and speak panelists Dr.  Hatem al-Haj,  Islamic recital. All proceeds benefit the Global
with your legislators. You don't need to scholar and pediatrician; Rabbi Lynn Mission Institute of Luther Seminary.
be a U.S. citizen or resident of Minnesota Liberman, Beth Jacob Congregation in       > March 1- 2. National Lutheran
to participate.  Debra Collum,  Luther Mendota Heights; and Mark Throntveit,   Choir Seeds of Faith performance with
Seminary ecumenical coordinator, will professor of Old Testament at Luther guest conductor Michael Culloton: 7 p.m.,
be organizing a group from the seminary.   Seminary in an inter-religious dialogue.    March 1, Grace Lutheran Church, 1730
You can volunteer to help with the event Old Hudson Road, St. Paul; 4 p.m., March
and attend for free. Contact Collum or 2, Normandale Lutheran Church, 6100
visit wwwjrlc.org for more information.    
For the family
Normandale Road, Edina. Information:
Registration fees: $ 25 for adults, $15      > Wood Lake Nature Center in wwwnlca.com or( 612) 722-2301.
for students when paid by March 5;   Richfield has many great events for      >  March 7-9.  Exultate Festival
40 for adults,   $ 25 for students the whole family!  Check out www,   Choir and Orchestra performs Bach's
when paid after March 5;   $ 45 woodlakenaturecenterorg for Hot Air Mass in B Minor. Bach' s personal Bible
for all participants at the door.   Balloons,  Snowshoe Hikes and more!   will be on display. March 7, 7 p.m., St.
Scholarships are available for low-   Click on the" Catalog" link.   Philip the Deacon Lutheran Church,
income participants.   Contact Jody Nature Adventures  -  Preschool 17205 County Road 6, Plymouth; March 8,
McCardle at (612) 230-3233 or jody@jrlc.   Program; $7 per child( ages 3-5). Enjoy 7 p.m., Woodbury Lutheran Church, 7380
org for more information.     stories, crafts, hands-on activities, snack,   Afton Road, Woodbury; March 9, 4 p.m.,
March 15,  8 a.m.  to 4 p.m.:   and outdoor discovery time. Feb. 19: Wild Bethel College' s Benson Great Hall, 2905
International Women's Day About Woodpeckers ( extra $ 7 material Centre Point Drive, Roseville. To learn
Celebration.   This awesome event charge). March 4: Nature Show and Tell.    more:( 651) 707-0727 or www.exultate.org.
is hosted by The Advocates for
Human Rights;  this year's theme is
Women Leading for Global Justice."       / C O O'   
Real theological answers from Anselm's famous foil
AFree to the public,  it's at Coffman J
Memorial Union at the University of
4"Minnesota, 300 Washington Ave. S. E.,
Was Huey Lewis correct in asserting that theMinneapolis. There will be a plenary
panel on indigenous rights, workshops, power of love makes the world go ' round?
performances,  film,  visual arts and It is for you to demonstrate
e
display and information tables from more
than 65 co-sponsoring organizations.  and for me to pay attention.
More info at wwwmnadvocates.org.
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Table Talk
The Concord asks ... 
Luther
Down the Hill through younger
If you could have a super Power gets stuff done
power, what would it be?
Sigurd and Dane Via,
Ostlie-Olson
I would fly because my Sons of Marc and Kathryn Ostlie- Olson
husband, son, parents and
everyone are in Kansas, and I' d Sigurd and Dane,  along y
with their parents, are living
fly home."    at the foot of different hills
Leslie Mahraun this year, on the slopes of
M. Div. junior plus Mount Meru in Tanzania.
Marc is this year's Graduate Marc: Dane, do you think
Preaching fellow. They will the pastor has the power in
I' d o with flying. Whywouldn' t
spend six months in Tanzania,   the church?
g ' woufollowed by three months in Dane:   Nah.   Everybody
you want to fly?You could reach Israel, near Jerusalem. They does all the congregation.
things on very high shelves."    return to the States in June. Marc: What kind of power
does the church have?
Scott Egbers Marc: What do you know Dane: Power to tell people
M.Div. middler
about power, boys? what to do.
Dane: Are we getting paid Sigurd: Sort of ...
for this? Marc:  Sort of but not
Mutant healing power.   
Marc: What? No. Answer quite?When I get up to preach,
the question.       do I tell people what to do.
Because Wolverine isSigurd:  What kind of Sigurd& Dane: No.
awesome."  power—like electricity or the Marc: What do I do?
Scott Thalacker
power of making the rules? Sigurd: You talk about who
M.Div. middler Marc:      Well,     what's God is and what God does.
different about those? Dane: You tell stories.
Dane: One lights up your Marc:      What about
house, or whatever, and the forgiveness?
I most identified with the Flash.      other one is about making Dane: Yeah.
The faster you go, the more time decisions and that kind of Marc: Is that powerful?
you have to do things. But I'm thing.   Sigurd:  It's major.  It' s
Marc:  What' s the same important, and it' s good to
lazy; I don' t know that I' d use the
time that well."       
about them,   besides the forgive. Forgiveness is a kind
name?       of power.
Bob Sinclair Dane: Power accomplishes Marc: Is it like electricity?
M.Div. middler
something. It's the power to Sigurd: Not really
get something done.  Marc:  If power is the
Sigurd: Like make light or ability to get something done,
I want to be funny on demand.     build something like a fence.     what does God' s forgiveness
Don' t ask me why—that' sthat' s all I
Marc: What about power accomplish?
in the church? Not electric Dane: It does what it says
can do right now. Come on."  
power but the other kind? it does. It makes people feel
Jodi Houge
Dane: What do you mean?    good. It tells them that they' re
M. Div. senior
Marc: Who or what gets clean.
things done with church Marc: If you guys forgive
stuff? after hurting each other,what
Dane: Kinda everybody.       happens to your relationship?
Marc: What do you think,       Sigurd: Then we can play
Sig?  well together again.
That' s the devil' s question."      Sigurd: Umm, the pastor? Marc:     That' s called
y Gracia Grindal
Marc: How come?      reconciliation,   when your
j Professor of Rhetoric
Sigurd: He or she is the one being together gets healed.
that leads the worship. They Sigurd: I like that part.
have to make the sermon,       Dane: Forgiveness makes
come early,lots of stuff.   us friends again.
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